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Descrizione del progetto (Numero di caratteri inclusi spazi: 2.000-3.000): 

The project concerns the systematic study of how the vast motivational potential intrinsic in all Business 
Organizations (e.g. the work potential represented by the Human Resources, HR, in the workplace) can be 
translated into real motivation towards achieving specific objectives and goals, shared by workers, the 
organization, and the stakeholders. 

Potential motivation, in fact, never automatically translate into actual motivation 4. 'Potential' and 'real' 
motivation, both quantitatively measurable constructs, are in fact distinct factors. 'Potential' motivation is a 
direct function of 'expectations', 'values', and 'needs'. This important form of unexpressed motivation must 
always be translated into 'real' motivation - through a process of psychological activation and physiological 
activation - to be concretely manageable and therefore also exploitable in motivated behaviors oriented at 
achieving specific goals (goal-directed behaviors) . 

In the complex process of transformation from 'potential' to 'real' motivation, however, experts must always 
take into account the various obstacles (deterrents) that individuals or working groups 12 encounter in 
carrying out a task 1, 4-6, 9, 12, 13. Specifically, deterrents instantiate actual obstacles that modulate the intensity of 
the emotional-motivational response according to a non-linear, cubic mathematical function: the intensity 
of real motivation will then be high once induced; decline in the face of small obstacles; increase as 
obstacles increase in intensity and, eventually, collapse in the face of excessive obstacles 2,5,6, 8-10. 'Real' 
motivation is in fact always a joint function of 'potential' motivation and 'deterrents' 5,6,9,10. This certainly 
represents a counterintuitive outcome for the layperson (see Fig. 1). 

The purpose of this PhD project will be to enhance, on the one hand, actual performance skills and job 
satisfaction in those organizations which will concretely be analyzed from a motivational point of view and, 
on the other hand, to promote the design of research aimed at scientifically determining new and more 
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Fig. 1. Motivation intensity as a 
joint cubic function of deterrents 
and potential motivation (Brehm, 
1999; Pantaleo & Contu, 2022; 
Sciara & Pantaleo, 2018; 2022)
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accurate methods of management and coordination of Human Resources (HR) in those areas. In addition to 
the logistic support and expertise offered by the UniSR-Social.Lab, the Social Psychology laboratory of the 
Vita-Salute San Raffaele University of Milan, the development of the above research and intervention 
strategies will also count on the informed opinion of university professors of the Faculty of Psychology (and, if 
necessary, of UniSR), and on expertise from various disciplinary areas to be declined, from time to time, in 
relation to the concrete evolution and specific needs of the project. 

Periodo di studio e ricerca presso in Impresa /Centri di ricerca / Pubbliche Amministrazione  

Il periodo è obbligatorio per 3 tipologie di dottorati (sono esclusi quelli di ricerca PNRR) per un periodo minimo di 6 mesi ad 
un massino di 12 

The PhD will spend a COMPULSORY for 6 months. 

Periodo di studio e ricerca all’estero 

Il periodo è obbligatorio per 4 tipologie di dottorati per un periodo minimo di 6 mesi ad un massino di 18 

The PhD will spend a COMPULSORY stay for 6 months. 

Skill da acquisire dal dottorando (Numero di caratteri inclusi spazi: max 600): 

During the 3 years of PhD training, the PhD student will acquire a documented capacity to analyze and 
translate the 'potential' motivation of Human Resources (HRs)enrolled in the project into 'real' motivation. First 
year: documented capacity to design and conduct two large descriptive field studies. Second year: 
documented capacity to design and conduct a comprehensive correlative study, plus two quasi-
experimental field studies. Third year: summary skillful experimental operationalization of all constructs and 
variables spelled-out in the project (at least two true experiments). 
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